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Family, craftsmanship and unparalleled vision

Il Granito is a renowned natural stone specialist, based in Genk 
(Belgium) and founded by Barabara and Vito Rizzi in 1992. 
They passed on their love and finesse for natural stone to their 
son Angelo, who took over the reins of the family business.

Together, Angelo and his team translate their passion for 
design and architecture into innovative high-end furniture, 
perfectly balanced between technical craftsmanship, 
functionality, and aesthetics. In this Bathroom Collection 
lookbook, you will discover that their precious family bond 
is always present, subtly woven into their unparalleled vision.

Il Granito’s absolute strength? The team of specialists in their 
in-house atelier. Instead of outsourcing, Il Granito processes all 
raw materials, stone blocks and slabs in house, which enables 
them to ensure you the highest level of quality, while keeping a 
close eye on the complete production process of your project.

Their designs adorn places all over the world. From 
Paris and London, to LA, Miami, Dubai and Saudi 
Arabia, Il Granito brings your vision to life everywhere.
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The perfect balance between robust nature and refined art

The Bathroom Collection is comprised of washstands, 
washbasins, vanities and sinks but none of these words 
do justice to the astounding precision with which 
Angelo and his team carved out the designs. Each 
cut in the monolithic slabs of natural stone is thought 
through, creating a majestic, yet peaceful piece of art.
Il Granito’s Bathroom Collection raises the bar 
and transforms your bathroom from a functional 
room into a true breathtaking experience.
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Where ancientry and timelessness entwine

With his Italian roots, Angelo and his craftsmanship 
take you back to the ancient Rome of yesteryear. 
Think of luxurious bathing houses, lush temples for 
mythological gods, colossal forms, and imperial elegance.

And yet, the Bathroom Collection is timeless. The architectural 
precision and Angelo’s unparalleled vision that bring the 
designs to life, turn these colossal statement pieces into 
the epitome of calm and elegance where you feel at home. 
They are your own temple, your getaway from the daily rush.
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An ancient craft through the eyes of innovation

Although the métier of natural stone is an age-old craft, 
Angelo and his atelier strive for innovation in each of their 
designs. The Bathroom Collection is the embodiment 
of that ground-breaking vision, while keeping the 
perfect balance between material, form, and function.



VANITIES & WASHBASINS
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CAESAR

available in other natural stonephoto: 600 x 300 x 900 mm - Travertino Rizzi

When you think of Caesar, you automatically think of 
ancient Rome, right? Angelo’s idea for this sink was a 
single, stand-alone piece inspired by the old Roman 
drinking fountains which you can still stumble upon today. 

The sink and drain plug are carved from one large block of 
natural stone and then carefully routed out and scoured, 
creating a robust look with gently curved edges as if water has 
run its natural course. The result? A natural work of art that’s 
an essential in every bathroom or toilet, no matter the size.

Available with straight or curved edges.
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photo: 600 x 300 x 900 mm - Travertino Rizzi
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photo: 600 x 300 x 900 mm - Calacatta Viola
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photo: 600 x 300 x 900 mm - Verde Alpi
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ROCCO
Rocco was one of Angelo’s first designs where aesthetics 
and functionality fluently entwined. The monolithic 
shape and texture of the sink in the natural stone of 
your choice give the design its powerful look, while its 
modest size makes it a perfect fit for a smaller guest toilet. 

Customize the design to your liking: opt for natural 
stone for both the sink and the cabinet to enhance the 
robust look and feel or create more contrast between 
the natural elements by adding wooden cabinets.

photo: 800 x 400 x 900 mm - Travertino Rizzi available in other sizes, natural stone and carpentry
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photo: 800 x 400 x 900 mm - Travertino Rizzi
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available in other natural stone and carpentryphoto: 600 x 300 x 900 mm - Travertino Rizzi - walnut veneer
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photo: 600 x 300 x 900 mm - Calacatta Viola - Oak Veneer
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CECILIA
With her prominent top and elegant waist, Cecilia is the 
embodiment of femininity and elegance. Angelo’s inspiration? 
Old classical washbasins and majestic yesteryear’s vanities.

This eyecatcher is the perfect grand centerpiece for your 
hotel or restaurant bathroom. Just like a lady, there is more 
to Cecilia than meets the eye: the ridges on her pedestal 
are in fact a full-grip handle to open the hidden cabinet, 
providing you with the necessary storage in an elegant way.

available in other sizes, natural stone and carpentryphoto: 1100 x 450 x 900 mm - Verde Alpi 
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ALEXIS
The idea for the design came to life in Angelo’s own house, 
when he was building a second bathroom for his newborn first 
son, Alexis. 

Monumental yet functional, the Alexis takes you right 
back to the textures of ancient Rome. The floating, 
stacked blocks of natural stone not only give the vanity 
its majestic, characterful outlook, but they also harbor 
two drawers, seamlessly integrated in the design.

available in other sizes, natural stone and carpentryphoto: 1100 x 450 x 900 mm - Calacatta Viola 
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photo: 1100 x 450 x 900 mm - Nero Marquina
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OPHÉLIA 
Everything in life is balanced, as everything has its 
counterpart: the moon and the sun, wood, and stone, 
male and female. So, when Angelo’s daughter, Ophélia, 
was born, he felt that the design for the washbasin made 
in her name had to be the counterpart for the Alexis. 

The Ophélia, with its sawed-off top, still has a monolithic form, 
but her round shapes make her more elegant, refined, and 
feminine. Actually, she is the Caesar and Alexis combined 
in one. Taking two designs and transforming them into a 
completely unique new one is one of Il Granito’s characteristics.

available in other natural stone and carpentryphoto: 1100 x 450 x 900 mm - Arabescato 
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photo: 1100 x 450 x 900 mm - Arabescato 



BATHTUB
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HERA
In Greek mythology, Hera was the goddess of marriage 
and fertility. She embodies femininity to the fullest, 
which makes her the perfect inspiration for this luxurious 
bathtub in the natural stone of your choice. The 
curves of the tub are an ode to that femininity and the 
intersection between them feels like a natural evolution.

The inspiration might be ancient, the design of the baththub is 
timeless, turning it into a mighty eyecatcher for your bathroom.

available in other natural stonephoto: 1800 x 800 x 600 mm - Arabescato 
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photo: 1800 x 800 x 600 mm - Arabescato



FLUTED TILES
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They say all roads lead to Rome and so do Il 
Granito’s fluted tiles. The ribbed positive or 
negative reliefs remind you of the colossal 
travertine pillars of the Pantheon for example.

And yet, the design doesn’t feel old or outdated, 
it makes any interior feel timeless, as the ribbed 
textures add more life and depth to your bathroom. 
The raw finish in marble or travertine creates that 
extra touch of character your bathroom needs.



Il Granito bvba reserves the right 
to modify, at any time and without 
prior warning, the technical 
specification of any product 
illustrated in this catalogue. 
Colours and finishes may differ 
from reality.

Any reproduction, representation 
or modification, in full or partly is 
prohibited. 
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